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BLACKVUE
DR650S-HD 1CH
Single Channel Full
HD DVR with Wifi 16
GB
Price: $255.22
manufacturer
NAV-TV

SKU NTV-KIT516

weight
1.00 Lbs

market
USA, Rest of
World, Europe

UPC/EAN
00889186000956

DR650S-1CH
The BlackVue DR650S Series is the ultimate in Cloud dashcam technology, featuring remote Live View capability. The DR650S-1CH is a single-channel
dashcam that combines performance and elegance. Although including Wi-Fi, GPS, impact and motion detection as well as Cloud connectivity, the DR650S-1CH
sits elegantly under the windshield, behind the rearview mirror, without obstructing the driver’s field of view.

Single channel Cloud dashcam
Full HD 1080p @30fps
With its Sony EXMOR CMOS sensor, the DR650S-1CH records fluid videos of the front of your car in Full HD 1080p at 30 frames per second, at a 129° angle of
view.
With the free Over the Cloud add-on service, get more out of your dashcam.

Built-in Impact & Motion Detection
Built-in impact and motion detection enable your BlackVue to switch between 3 different recording modes (Normal/Event/Parking) automatically depending on the
circumstances.
Videos files are marked accordingly so that you can easily find relevant ones with the BlackVue Viewer. Loop recording: Your BlackVue automatically writes over
the oldest files when the memory is full.

BlackVue App (iOS, Android) and Viewer (Windows/Mac)
Both the BlackVue App and Viewer are free to download and use.
They let you easily change your BlackVue configuration settings and browse through your videos in an intuitive way.
With the BlackVue App, connect to your BlackVue in Wi-Fi to access files and check realtime Live View for easy setup of your dashcam.

SLEEK DESIGN AND CONTROLS
BlackVue DR650’s stealthy award-winning design (*) incorporates easy access to useful functions. The proximity sensor lets you toggle audio recording ON and
OFF by simply waving your hand in front of it, while the Wi-Fi button can be used to turn Wi-Fi ON/OFF (short press) or format the microSD card (hold button 10
seconds). All actions are confirmed by a voice prompt.
(*) The DR650S Series inherits the design of the DR650GW-2CH, which received a Silver A’Design Award in 2016.

Built-in Wi-Fi and GPS
The GPS adds geolocation and speed data to your videos.
With Wi-Fi, connect to your BlackVue with a smartphone or tablet. Wi-Fi also lets your BlackVue connect to BlackVue Over the Cloud via any home or mobile
Wi-Fi hotspot.

BlackVue Over the Cloud
Connect to your BlackVue anytime, from anywhere in the world with BlackVue Over the Cloud.
Enjoy remote Live View and Push Notifications to your phone.
Back up important videos to the free Cloud storage.
Play and download videos from your dashcam’s memory or the Cloud from anywhere.
Enjoy Two-way Voice Communication with the driver from the app through the BlackVue’s integrated speaker and mic. Check the BlackVue Over the Cloud
page for more information

TAMPER-PROOF CASE (OPTIONAL)
The BlackVue Tamper-Proof Case is a security accessory for BlackVue DR650S Series dashcams. It blocks physical access to the microSD card slot, and
prevents unplugging the power and coaxial cables, thus highly reducing risks of data tampering.

Intelligent Parking Mode monitoring
with the optional Power Magic Pro or Power Magic Battery Pack
Rest easy, knowing that your car is being monitored while you are away.
BlackVue automatically switches to Parking Mode to monitor your parked vehicle, but only writes to the memory card when something happens (motion or impact
detected), which has two benefits:
•

Less chance for important files to be overwritten during long Parking Mode sessions.

•

Extended memory card lifespan in the long run.

Additionally, the DR650S Series features Voice Notifications in case of Parking Mode Event recordings. Upon switching from Parking to Normal Mode, your
BlackVue will alert you if an Event was recorded while your vehicle was parked. This way, you can check the recordings right away and back up important files to
your phone or the Cloud if necessary. It might also alert you of possible damage to your vehicle that you did not notice at first.

Car Radio Versions
Any
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